


Enjoy an elevated sustainable experience without compromising
performance, comfort, and luxury design.

We are proud to welcome you on board and introduce 
you to a new era of yachting. Discover the world of Sialia 

Yachts – new generation custom electric yachts 
that offer complete silence on the water.
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Custom Build
Bespoke methodology enables Sialia to build electric 

yachts designed for the needs of each owner. Every 

Sialia yacht is a unique collaboration between 

owner and the design team, with exceptional naval 

architecture and pioneering electric propulsion 

technology at its heart. We customise every yacht for 

the buyer’s needs.

Customer Service
A customer-centric approach continues after every unique 

Sialia leaves the shipyard. Each Sialia comes with a worldwide 

coverage service plan. Constant remote monitoring of 

the propulsion and yacht management systems prevents 

accidents and damage. The customer service department is 

available at any time, every day, with Sialia’s mobile service 

team ready to remedy any issues on-site.

Meet Sialia Yachts
Established in 2017 by a team of visionaries, Sialia is a world 

leading designer and builder of electric custom-built yachts. 

The company has the technical knowledge and experience 

required to build the most advanced electric and ultralight 

yachts in the industry today. 

Superior Design
Every element of a Sialia yacht has been 

carefully engineered to perfection ensuring 

exceptional performance. We collaborated with 

Dutch Denis Popov Design studio and naval 

architects from Vripack, to create a collection of 

some of the most advanced high-performance 

electric yachts on the market.

A Revolutionary 
Propulsion System
Sialia is designed using the cutting-edge 

AMPROS propulsion system which allows for an 

optimized drivetrain and the yacht to be highly 

efficient. The system by AMPROS is scalable 

for up to 6MW of power. Design for high power 

requires a full-redundancy approach on all levels 

which makes our yachts unique.

Silent Acceleration
Stepping on board a Sialia will make your 

heart beat faster. Pioneering silent propulsion 

technology delivers advanced and sustainable 

performance levels, with technical tests 

confirming speeds of 25kn and above in just 

seven seconds. AMPROS eco-technology delivers 

advanced performance levels with the unrivalled 

comfort that is only available with Sialia.
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Focus on Performance

Batteries

User Interface

Redundancy

Battery Package 
Options and Range

SIALIA 1000 SIALIA 700

Battery capacity 1000kWh 700kWh 350kWh + 390kW REx

Range @ 8kn 114nm 80nm 40nm 571nm

Range @ 16kn 46nm 32nm 16nm 229nm

Range @ 25kn 33nm 23nm 12nm 24nm *

SIALIA 350 REx

Our design ethos is based on striking the perfect balance between simplicity 

and sophistication. Each Sialia yacht marries elegant proportions, masculine 

lines, and exquisite materials. It all adds up to a refined onboard 

experience that will exceed expectations. Custom hull design 

and carbon engineering ensure the best structural 

integrity for optimal cruising performance.

The bespoke design of batteries allows Sialia yachts to 

achieve unparalleled levels of charge, efficiency, discharge, 

cooling and safety in the leisure marine industry. 

Working with technology partner Ampros, Sialia is able 

to create an architecture that eliminates failures due to 

misuse or abuse of the system.

Sialia’s proprietary developed user interface follows 

the latest trends and allows yacht owners to monitor or 

control the yacht from anywhere in the world.

All systems are optimized to minimize energy use and 

avoid breakdowns.

* +200nm @ 16kn

Safety is the key priority and is never compromised. Therefore, 

redundancy on hardware and software levels is our main focus.

The system is constantly being monitored remotely. Even when the 

yacht is not in use, we can diagnose and prevent an issue so the 

system is always in optimum condition.

Adhering to Sialia’s central focus of utmost quality, all hardware is 

certified beyond the required marine legislation.

7sec
0-20kn

800kw
Motor power

25kn+
Max speed

16kn
Continuous cruising speed

1MWh
Max battery capacity
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C A R B O N  E L E C T R I C  YA C H T S A L U M I N I U M  E L E C T R I C  YA C H T S

V o l a n t i s

59 59 59R S

Sialia 59 Weekender is a truly versatile cruiser for 

exploration in ultimate luxury. Highlights include a layout 

designed for socialising; a spacious climate-controlled 

cockpit, multiple lounge areas, a wide beach club with 

folding sides, a tender garage, a full-size day head, and 

accommodation for four guests and one crew member.

Sialia 59 Runabout is a style icon, defined by modern lines and 

an aesthetically pleasing symmetry. Her elegant wraparound 

windscreen and additional bimini ensure protection from the 

elements. Sitting at the heart of this electric yacht is a spacious 

cockpit. Her full bow maximizes her interior volume, providing 

accommodation for up to four guests and one crew member.

Sialia 59 Sport lives up to the expectations of a fast day cruiser, designed 

to deliver an exceptional experience on the water. She features abundant 

deck space, multiple sun lounging areas, and a protected four-person 

helm station for the best silent driving experience. Other highlights include 

a beach club with folding sides, a tender garage, a full-size day head and 

accommodation for four guests and one crew member.

59T

Sialia Volantis 59 Tender is the perfect vessel for exploring new waters 

with its versatile cruiser design. Its open deck layout, centre console 

and extensive capacity provide ample space for passengers to move 

around, while its utilitarian design ensures a comfortable and stylish 

experience. With plenty of room for fishing, swimming or just admiring 

the views, this yacht is sure to provide an unforgettable experience.

59C

Sialia Volantis 59 Commuter is a sleek and stylish cruiser, designed 

for an exhilarating seafaring experience. Its centre-orientated cockpit 

provides optimal protection from the elements, while its minimalist 

design ensures maximum performance. With comfortable seating, 

modern instrumentation and superior manoeuvrability, this yacht offers 

a unique and pure driving experience.

Introducing three carbon models using the AMPROS 

proven propulsion system and naval architecture.

Discover Sialia Volantis the Sialia range 

of aluminium electric yachts.
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Sialia57 ‘Deep Silence’

Technical data and graphic reproductions are 
indicative and refer to standard models. The only 
indications binding on the seller are contained in the 
act of purchase. April 2023

LOA

Electric Motor Power

Capacity

DC Fast Charging

Draft

Fuel Capacity

Speed (Max)

Design

Beam

REX Continuous Power

Certificate

Material

Displacement (Lightship)

AC Charging

Speed (Cruise)

Naval Architecture

Engineering

17.6m

2 X 400kW

12 People

150kW

1m

1500L

25kn+

Denis Popov Design

4.8m

390kW

CE-B

Carbon Fiber

19 Ton

22kW

16kn

Vripack Design

TG Yachts

Sialia 57 Deep Silence is a prototype made 

by the company last year to show to the 

world what Sialia can achieve in terms of 

superior technology and marine design.

She is a luxurious and eco-friendly 

weekender yacht that showcases the 

company’s dedication to innovative 

technology and nature. Launched in 2022, 

the 17.6m craft is constructed entirely of 

carbon fibre, making it ultralight and fast.

A  N E W  WAY  T O  E X P E R I E N C E  T H E  O C E A N
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www.sialia-yachts.com
info@sialia-yachts.com


